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Goal Setting: Parents Take the Lead

H

uman nature tells us that
when people choose their
own goals, they are more
likely to have a vested interest in
achieving them. Research indicates
that structure and accountability will
also increase the chances that the
goals will be reached. If goal-setting
is not yet part of your work with
families, this article will shed some
light on the value of this practice.
If it is already part of what you do,
read on for some ideas about how to
implement this process in a focused,
strengths-based way.

Thesis
Goals are more likely to be
achieved when approached in
a participant-driven, stepwise
manner. Prompt the parent to
set goals and work with them

to achieve them. However,
remember that parents drive
the content.

Collaborate with caregivers
to set goals
Family Support professionals build
empathetic peer relationships with
caregivers. These connections provide
unique opportunities to get to know
parents and learn their needs and
even hopes and dreams. The goalsetting process prompts the family to
consider their current situation, as well
as desired outcomes for their families.
Some families may appreciate guidance
to get started. It makes sense to offer
the family some time to reflect on their
priorities and possibly have internal
discussions without the family support
professional present.

Doing it successfully
Start with the family’s strengths.
Recognize that every family has assets.
What advantages do caregivers see in
their own lives? What strengths have
you observed in your work with them?
Recognizing that assets already exist
can be a significant encouragement to
families. Building on these strengths
instills a sense of confidence and offers
a firm foundation for future growth.
Think about the five Strengthening
Families Protective Factors. You and the
parent might explore similar questions
together.
•	How does their willingness
to request or accept help
show resilience?
continued on page 2
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continued from page 1

•	What concrete supports do they
have in place?
•	What social connections are in
their lives?
•	How has this caregiver nurtured the
social and emotional competence
of the child(ren) in their care?
•	In what ways has their knowledge
of parenting and child
development helped to make their
family strong?

Get started
Research suggests that there are
several fundamental predictors whether
an objective will be met. One study
noted the following three keys to
meeting goals: “writing down goals
and committing to action steps... [and]
soliciting a supportive friend to hold
them accountable for completing their
action steps.”1
Ask the caregiver how they would like
to see themselves or their family grow.
Family goals may look different from
those the family support professional
might expect or select. Some families
may request that the program establish
goals for them. Instead, consider asking
follow-up questions to guide the parent
toward their vision for their own family.
It is essential to support parents in
prioritizing just one goal (or two at the

most) at a time. This helps maintain
focus. Next, develop action steps to
reach the desired outcome. At this
stage, you may realize the goal is too
big or too small. The parent and you
may need to adjust the objective,
considering the timeframe and number
of steps required to reach the goal.
Think about the supports this family
already has in place, as well as the
resources necessary to achieve each
action step. This process varies with
each family, and may even look different
within the same family at two different
points in time.

their personal skills. Work together
with the family and, where appropriate,
others at your agency to brainstorm
solutions to barriers, and, of course,
celebrate successes!

Write it down

“Investigating, understanding, and
appreciating cultural differences and
commonalities in parenting beliefs,
values, expectations, practices, and
child-rearing goals is an important step
in developing culturally-competent
and effective programs and support for
parents of all cultural backgrounds in
the United States.”2

Make sure the caregiver documents the
goal using a template or process your
agency has approved and the family
support professional has a copy. Let
the family know the process will involve
check-ins, and explain how these might
look. Mentioning how the goal-setting
process can empower the family is just
as important as being open about the
next steps so the family knows what to
expect. This communication builds trust
and suggests accountability.
As you check in periodically with the
parent, be mindful of your expectations.
Families may be approaching this work
with a different lens or at an alternative
pace from what you imagined.
Encourage initiative. Offer support,
while giving the family space to develop

The effects of culture
Everyone has a culture. Culture
affects families’ values, priorities and
approaches to others. Cultural norms
may vary widely among families, even
those with similar backgrounds. In
the Strengthening Families™ guide,
“Branching Out and Reaching Deeper,”
Dr. Charlyn Harper Browne writes:

The “Branching Out” guide references
a parenting survey that showed crosscultural differences in many areas,
including parenting styles, as well as
expectations of how children relate
to adults and other children. Other
research mentioned in the same guide
has shown shared beliefs across racial
and ethnic groups regarding discipline
and children’s behavior. Allowing parents
to lead the goal-setting process shows
respect for their culture and experience.
All caregivers want what is best for
their families. Consequently, goalsetting can be an emotionally charged
process. Approach these conversations
with sensitivity, as families may be
confronting additional feelings and
challenges not known to the family
support professional. Come in with an
open mind and see what you learn!

Resources
1 MSU Extension. Achieving your goals: An
evidence-based approach. Available at:
https://www.canr.msu.edu/news/achieving_
your_goals_an_evidence_based_approach.
Accessed December 5, 2019.
2 CSSP.org. Available at: https://cssp.org/
wp-content/uploads/2018/11/BranchingOut-and-Reaching-Deeper.pdf. Accessed
December 5, 2019.
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PAT Tips

T

here are a forms that can make
tracking information about
families a little easier. These
forms are available as paper versions
or online at Penelope. Although
some of you might be very familiar
with these tools, others might be
considering their use. Below are short
descriptions of three tools from the
PAT manuals.

Family service record
and exit summary
The fillable form version of the Family
Service Record and Exit Summary can
be used throughout the family’s
enrollment to keep track of the services
the family has received, documenting
screenings, assessments, visits, groups
and so on right after they are done.
When used in this way, the summary can
function as both an ongoing tracking
and monitoring tool and, once totals
are entered, as an exit summary. This
record documents:
• All family members
• Family-centered assessments
•	Screenings and outcomes
measures completed
• Goals and resource connections

•	The total number of visits, groups
and other contacts the family
participated in during their time in
the program.
Affiliates not using an electronic
data system should record data on
this record throughout the family’s
enrollment or once per year so that
parent educators do not have to go back
and do this at the end of services. This
record is located in O.L.I.V.E.R. Model
Implementation Workspace Library in
the Data in Motion guide.

Family file review tool
The Family File Review Tool, designed
to help affiliate supervisors and/or
lead parent educators monitor the
quality of service documentation,
can be found in O.L.I.V.E.R. Model
Implementation Workspace Library in
the Supervisor’s Handbook.
Supervisors/lead parent educators
should conduct file reviews quarterly,
meaning that at least one file from each
parent educator is reviewed at least four
times a year. New parent educators’ files
should be reviewed more frequently in
their first year. Share the results of the
file review with the parent educator
in either reflective supervision or a
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separate individual meeting, including
both positive reflections on service
documentation and any issues that need
to be addressed.

Quality assurance blueprint
The quality assurance activities detailed
in the Quality Assurance Blueprint
are based on the PAT Essential
Requirements and Quality Standards.
Designed for use for a program year
from July 1 to June 30, the Blueprint can
be downloaded from the O.L.I.V.E.R.
Model Implementation Workspace
Library in the Supervisor’s Handbook. On
the cover page, please enter the timeperiod that this Blueprint covers. The
Blueprint is divided into four sections:
1. New parent educator tracking
2.	A. Parent educator tracking,
observations, evaluation,
professional development
and file reviews
		B. Parent educator tracking,
reflective supervision
3.	Group connection
observation tracking
4. Affiliate level tracking

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Family Support

Parents as Teachers

Family Support Webinars

PAT Foundational

First Wednesday of the month from
10 – 11:15 a.m. ET
January 8, 2020
Supporting Effective
Group Connections
by Bethany Smith
February 5, 2020
Social Emotional Learning –
Strategies for Self-Regulation
by Susan Zieders

For new subscribers
Monday, January 13 – Wednesday, January 15, 2020 | Camp Hill, Pa.
Monday, March 23 – Wednesday, March 25, 2020 | Grove City, Pa.
Monday, April 20 – Wednesday, April 22, 2020 | Homestead, Pa.
Monday, June 1 – Wednesday, June 3, 2020 | Camp Hill, Pa.
___________________________________________________________________________

PAT Foundational & Model Implementation

For new parent educators and supervisors of affiliate programs
Monday, January 13 – Friday, January 17, 2020 | Camp Hill, Pa.
Monday, March 23 – Friday, March 27, 2020 | Grove City, Pa.
Monday, April 20 – Friday, April 24, 2020 | Homestead, Pa.
Monday, June 1 – Friday, June 5, 2020 | Camp Hill, Pa.
___________________________________________________________________________

Model Implementation Training

USING PENELOPE?
NEED HELP?
Penelope Q & A sessions are
available upon request for all PAT
Affiliate programs in Pennsylvania.
Contact Alexia Brown for more
information or to schedule a session.

SHARE YOUR STORY?

Thursday, January 16 – Friday, January 17, 2020 | Camp Hill, Pa.
Thursday, March 26 – Friday, March 27, 2020 | Grove City, Pa.
Thursday, April 23 – Friday, April 24, 2020 | Homestead, Pa.
Thursday, June 4 – Friday, June 5, 2020 | Camp Hill, Pa.
___________________________________________________________________________

PAT Foundational 2: 3 Years to Kindergarten

Monday, February 10 – Tuesday, February 11, 2020 | Camp Hill, Pa.
Monday, May 4 – Tuesday, May 5, 2020 | Homestead, Pa.
Monday, June 22 – Tuesday, June 23, 2020 | Camp Hill, Pa.
If you have any questions regarding registration for PAT trainings, please
contact Jennifer Esposito.

Please send your success stories
or program news to share in future
News Briefs to Kimberly Taylor
Carmo or join us on Facebook at
Pennsylvania Parents as Teachers
or visit Pennsylvania Strengthening
Families.
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Safe Kids Corner

Family Support Team
Family Support at Center for
Schools and Communities
provides training and technical
assistance to Parents as Teachers
providers, Children’s Trust Fund
grantees and the Strengthening
Families Leadership Team.
Karen Shanoski
Family Support and Community
Engagement Director
(717) 763-1661, ext. 139
Rijelle Kraft
Family Support Managing
Coordinator
(717) 763-166, ext. 221
Jennifer Esposito
Family Support
Data Coordinator
(717) 763-1661, ext. 161
Katherine Noss
Family Support Technical
Assistance Coordinator
(717) 763-1661, ext. 104
Alexia Brown
Family Support Technical
Assistance Coordinator
(717) 763-1661, ext. 146
Kimberly Taylor Carmo
Family Support and
Community Engagement
Administrative Assistant
(717) 763-1661, ext. 215
Pennsylvania Parents as Teachers
at Center for Schools and
Communities
Children’s Trust Fund
Strengthening Families
Family Support at Center for
Schools and Communities
275 Grandview Avenue
Suite 200, Camp Hill, PA 17011
(717) 763-1661
www.center-school.org

Holidays

I

t is the holiday season again: a time to enjoy festive meals with family
and friends, deck the halls with colorful decorations and listen to
children squeal with delight as they open their brightly wrapped presents.
To help ensure that kids have fun and stay safe this holiday, here are a few
tips to remember.
•	Check your tree regularly to make sure that it has plenty of water. Natural
trees look beautiful and smell great; however, if not watered regularly,
their needles may dry out, posing a potential fire hazard.
•	Keep lit holiday candles at least 12 inches away from anything that can
burn, and do not forget to blow them out when you leave the room or
before you go to sleep.
•	Consider your child’s age when purchasing a toy or game. Take the time
to read the instructions to make sure the gift is age-appropriate.
•	Keep a special eye on small pieces, including button batteries in
electronic toys. They can pose a potential danger for younger children.
•	Prevent burns from hot holiday food or liquid spills; use the back burner
of your stove and turn pot handles away from the edge.
•	Move ornaments that are breakable or have metal hooks to the top of
the tree. This makes room at the bottom for the ones that are safer for
young kids.

From Safe Kids Worldwide
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